
TOMY International, Inc. 
POSITION DESCRIPTION 

 
JOB TITLE:  Growth Marketing Manager, Community and Social 
 

EFFECTIVE DATE:   October 2021 
 

DEPARTMENT: Marketing Communications 

 
OVERALL SUMMARY:  As the Growth Marketing Manager, Community and Social, you will be 
directly responsible for strategizing, creating and managing paid and unpaid social media 
campaigns that primarily increase brand awareness, followers, and consumer engagement, and 
drive in-store and online sales for the TOMY Mother, Infant & Toddlers brands.  
You will build social and email marketing campaigns, and lead the influencer marketing strategy 
and campaign execution. You will ensure these integrated campaigns will consistently support our 
brand strategy to meaningfully connect with and earn consumer engagement. 
You will be responsible for increasing brand awareness and website traffic, helping to support our 
integrated campaigns, brand team goals, and annual sales goals. 
You are happily committed to inspiring, educating and growing the community of brand advocates 
across all social platforms (Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, etc.). You are an experienced 
strategist, creative writer, and result-driven metrics lover who is extremely passionate and 
proactive about pushing the limits on leveraging social influencers, platforms, campaigns and 
communities to grow the brands across all social channels. This role reports to the Senior 
Marketing Communications Manager. 
 
JOB DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Design and implement a social media strategy aligned with brand identity and voice, target 
demographics and goals. 

 Work cross-functionally with brand and graphic teams to create eye-catching and shareable 
social media content, promotion campaigns and paid-advertising that uniquely promote the 
brand and products. 

 Develop growth strategies that build the fan base across all channels: research industry 
and competitors, cultural trends, emerging new channels, email best practices, consumer 
behaviors, etc.  

 Build strong relationships with our audience as well as creators across social platforms by 
responding to messages and engaging with them.  

 Strategize and identify creative influencer marketing campaigns to support product 
launches and drive brand awareness and reach on Instagram and other social platforms. 

 Manage day-to-day relationships directly with key talent, influencer agencies, and creator 
partners, to help add scale to our campaigns and execution. 

 Manage the execution, strategy and deployment of monthly email campaigns across 
different brands. Constant monitoring and A/B optimization of content, layout and targeting. 

 Establish KPIs and success metrics for all the campaigns. Create an integrated reporting 
framework that highlights results, including standardizing influencer marketing metrics.  

 Collaborate with customer service to ensure consistent communication on all of our 
consumer interactions.  

 Work cross-functionally with brand and sales team to drive in-store and online traffic and 
conversion, based on priorities and promotional calendar. 

 
SKILLS & EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS: 

 6+ years of relevant experience: scaling social media accounts, email marketing and 
influencer campaigns.  

 Proved record of high performance and achievement against KPI’s. 
 Experience with ROI analysis, conversions, social media KPIs, SEO, Google Analytics and 

content marketing strategies. 



 Excellent creative and social writing skills; able to capture brand voice in a succinct, 
compelling and engaging way. 

 Passion for storytelling and generating big ideas. 
 Experience with different systems of advertising campaigns and paid promotions (Google 

AdWords, FB Business Manager, etc.) and working with influencer marketing platforms. 
 Good eye for design; experience with Adobe Creative Suite a plus 
 Ability to ‘manage up’, proactively manage multiple priorities and projects. Can-do spirit.  
 Connected and up to speed on industry trends as well actively engaged in training to grow 

 
 

We are looking for people who are passionate about being part of a diverse team, where 
different backgrounds, experience and opinions are valued and incorporated into our daily 

work. We want to welcome people into our company that like to collaborate, take on challenges 
and value a wide variety of global views about consumers, brands, processes and products. 

 
If interested and qualified email your resume to hr@tomy.com. 

 
DISCLAIMER:  The preceding job description has been designed to indicate the general nature and level of work performed by employees within 
this classification.  It is not designed to contain or be interpreted as comprehensive inventory of all duties, responsibilities and qualifications of 
employees assigned to this classification. 
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